
VisionPRO HD IP+

Outdoor All-in-One dvLED
VisionPro HD IP+ offers all of the benefits that come with 
a high-definition all-in-one direct view LED viewing experi-
ence, plus it can be used outdoors. This smart TV alternative 
solution is equipped with an IP-65 rating and 4,000 nits for 
ultimate outdoor brightness.

All three of the sizing options come with Novastar processing 
technologies to ensure ease of use and quality of output.

Big Game Ready
Move your party to the backyard with indus-
try leading visuals - made for outdoor viewing, 
packed with all the pixels and weather protect-
ed technology, this visually stunning solution 
upgrades your game day in all the right ways.

Mobile and Mountable
This system features a removable stand for easy 
position adjustments to suit different viewing 
preferences. Once in place, secure it by twisting 
the fixed switch on the wheel side. 

Weather-Tight Versatility
This versatile and powerful solution is great for 
communicating with the public, enhancing brand 
visibility, and entertaining in outdoor settings.
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NovaStar Meetus MEE200-HS Control
This LED interactive playback and control processor is 
equip with easy plug-and-use features developed with 

android technology. The system has 
flexible integration for smart main-
tenance that is equipped with three 
HDMI 2.0 inputs, dual wifi, and eye 
comfort mode.

See the full list of 
details by scanning, 

or clicking the QR code.
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VISION PRO HD IP+  SPECIFICATIONS
Pitch 1.2 1.5 1.8

Display Size 114” 130” 173”

Pixels/Sq M 640,000 444,444 284,444

LED Type Flip chip high brightness SMD 1010

Pixel Matrix (Panel) 384x432 320x360 256x288

Nits 4,000

Weight (Kg/lbs) 142.5 kg/314 lbs 171 kg/377 lbs 304 kg/670 lbs

Refresh Rate Hz 3,840

Scan Rate* 1/36 1/30 1/24

Panel Width (mm) 480

Panel Height (mm) 540

Panel Depth (mm) 66

Viewing Angle 
(Horizontal)

160

Viewing Angle (Vertical) 160

Input Voltage 110-240V

Watts/m2 Max 720

Grey Scale 16,384 bit

Control NovaStar

Serviceability Front and Rear Serviceable

Operating Temp -20°C~+60°C℃

IP Rating IP65

Certifications CE  ETL  FCC  ROHS


